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ISSUES?
Ideas, thoughts and debate  

centered on educational policy  
and practices

TRENDS?
New, up-and-comingand

popular educational practices



What cause 
changes in  

Science  
Education?

What are the  
current trends?

What are the  
issues in  

implementing  
these trends?

Having a broader  
understanding and  

perspectives as  
participants share  

their country’s
trends and issuesin  
ScienceEducation.

What are  
the currents  

state of  
Teaching &  
Learning?



What is Science?

Why do we need Science?

Where do we use Science?

What sorts of jobs are Science related?



Science is not just a body of knowledge that  

reflects current understanding of the world, it is  

also a set of practices used to establish facts,  

extend and refine that knowledge

Both elemats – KNOWLEDGE and PRACTICE -

--- ARE ESSENTIAL!

Science: The study of the natural world





Who decide the way we teach science?

WHO?

Teachers

MoE

STUDENTS

GOV/
Society



What decide the way we teach science?

WHAT?

Societal  
needs

New  
teaching  

theories…

Sc & Tech  
development

Globalisation



•What are we lacking? 
(Problems of scarcity)
•What are too much?  
(Unwanted abundance)
•Trends in sc & technology  
(responding to current scenarios)

Our world today



Too little…

Water
Food

Energy

Environment
What else?



Man-Made Catastrophes
Too much…

Natural Catastrophes



Trends in Science and Technology



1) What should be the 
goal(s) of science  
education?

2) What should be  
taught? (or what  
students need to  
learn?)

3) How or in what  ways 
science  (preferably)
should  be taught?

4) How to assess  
learning (based  on 
the growing  
trend)?

5) What is the global  
trend in (future) 
science education?

6) Your wish list, if  
any?



Your views on the trends  
of science education

Goals …
Curriculum …  
Pedagogy ….  
Assessment …  
Globalisation…  
Others …

Lets discuss on our points…
…then look at the rest of the presentation



Overview
Basic Goal(s)  
Philosophy  
Curriculum  
Pedagogy  
Assessment
Scientific and Technological Literacy
Education for Sustainable Development  
Sustainable Development Goals SDGs



Goals
Four basic goals of science education:

1. Science for meeting personal needs:
To prepare individuals to use science for improving their own  
lives and for coping with an increasingly technological world.

2. Science for resolving current societal issues:
To produce informed citizens prepared to deal responsibly  
with science-related societal issues.

3. Science for assisting with career choices:
To increase awareness of the nature and scope of a wide
variety of science and technology-related careers

4. Science for preparing for further study:
To provide students with a firm foundation to pursue higher
levels of study



Lets discuss…

In what ways science should be  
taught?
• Philosophy?



Philosophy
• Changed from behaviourism 

to cognitivism and to 
constructivism

• Students’ minds are not like  
empty vessels (to be filled  
with knowledge)
-they construct ideas

• They need to be guided to  
learn

In what ways science  
should be taught?



Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)



1.Asking questions and defining
problems

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out
investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational
thinking

6. Constructing explanations and
designing solutions

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8.Obtaining, evaluating, and  
communicating information



Science Curriculum
• Providing hands-on/doing approach to learning

to observe, explore and test hypotheses…• Promoting higher order thinking skills
encourages students’ imagination, logic and open-mindedness

• Making Interdisciplinary connections
links science lesson to other areas of study

• Linking science education to the real world
link to the student’s own world through contextual learning

• Incorporating information from new  
sciences/technology
information from technology, biotechnology and nanotechnology

• Using information & communication technology
harnessing its potentials to enhance teaching-learning processes

• Scientific attitude and values
caring heart for the humanity



Pedagogy
(constructivist model of learning)

Recognises that
§ Learning is  

dependent on:
•the preconceptions of  
the learners
•the context in which it  
occurs
§ Learner must

construct his own  
meaning



Pedagogy (2)
(constructivist model of teaching/learning)

1)Hands-on:
•Doing science to construct meaning & acquire  
understanding.
2)Minds-on:
•Promoting thinking skills
•Encouraging questioning & interactions  
3)Authentic problem-solving activities:
•Real-life questions and issues
•Dialogue with informed expert sources
•Acquire generalization of ideas & application  
4)Inquiry-based lessons/studies
•Explore/ discover/ carry out investigations or  
experiments
•Solve problems and answer questions,
•Develop communication skills, critical and logical thinking
(5) Learning through ICT / Internet?



Assessment
•Using a variety of

alternative assessment  
tools

•Learning assessment is
built into the process of  
instruction

•On-line assessment
•PISA, TIMMS standards?



Scientific and Technological Literacy (STL)

Everybody should have sufficient  
knowledge and understanding to follow  

science and scientific debates with  
interest,

and
to engage with the issues science and  

technology poses – both for them  
individually, and for our society as a  

whole.



Scientific and Technological Literacy
(Teaching/Learning Approach)

• Science in schools  
must be relevant to  
the students (not just  
learning facts,
theories and laws…)  
such as how to solve  
problems in their  
daily lives.

• STL for developing the ability to utilize science knowledge
creatively in everyday life (to solve problems, make
decisions and hence improve the quality of life).



Education that seeks  
to empower people  

of all ages to assume  
responsibility for  

creating and  
enjoying a  

sustainable future.



What are 21stCentury Skills?
1.Ways of thinking: Creativity, critical thinking,  

problem-solving, decision-making and  
learning

2.Ways of working: Communication and  
collaboration

3. Tools for working: Information and  
communications technology (ICT) and  
information literacy

4. Skills for living in the world: Citizenship, life  
and career, and personal and social  
responsibility



Why 21st Century Learning?

Career Personal lives

Education

Policies increasing  
personal  

responsibilities

Globalisation

Workplace  
change

Automation





Current Trends 
in Education 4.0
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